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Why Work With Us?
Buying a new diesel or natural gas generator is a costly capital expenditure for any

business. Woodstock Power Company specializes in cost effective solutions, offering

dependable used diesel & natural gas generators. Our inventory of used and surplus

generators are only a fraction of the cost when compared to new generators. All our

generators are inspected, serviced, and certified by industry experts to ensure the

generators’ reliability. Combining the cost savings of a used generator with the 

reputability of a trusted company is part of the value we deliver. Our generators are

guaranteed to be in peak operations condition and will arrive at your facility ready to go!

Wide Selection

A benefit in working with Woodstock

Power company is that we do not 

specialize in one specific brand. Our 

inventory includes a wide selection of 

different generators from manufacturers, 

that include top brands such as Kohler,

Cummins, Caterpillar, and John Deere.

We carry generators in various sizes

and configurations, as well as a wide

range of power output ratings.

Due to our longstanding relationships

with companies across the United 

States, we service clients in the 

continental U.S. If we don’t currently

have the generator you’re looking for

in stock, we can get it for you quickly. 

Save Big

Whether you are looking to buy a used

diesel or natural gas generator, you will

pay a fraction of the cost compared to

buying a new generator. Most or our used

generators will save 70% to 75% over a

new generator. Purchasing a dependable

used generator in good condition and low

hours is a smart move for any company

looking to cut costs without having to cut

corners. When you work with Woodstock

Power Company, you can rest assured that

we will help meet your needs and budget,

without the need to sacrifice on quality. 

THOMAS KENIFF

SENIOR CRITICAL INFRASTRUCTURE TECH

“I had the pleasure of working with Woodstock Power and was impressed with 

their expertise and professionalism. The service I received was exceptional. 

I would highly recommend using Woodstock Power services.”
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Why Sell To Us?
Woodstock Power Company is always in the market for used commercial and industrial

generators to serve the power generator needs of customers across the country. We

purchase functioning used and surplus diesel, natural, and portable generators from

every manufacturer.

Competitive Pricing

When selling your used/surplus diesel or natural gas generators to Woodstock Power

Company, you are guaranteed a maximum the value of your equipment. We pay more 

for used commercial and industrial generators than anyone else in the industry. Our 

philosophy for purchasing is to offer fair, competitive offers. We believe this is the 

primary reason why so many of our customers repeatedly sell their equipment to us. 

We pay the full price for equipment at the t ime of transaction before we take owner-

ship of the generator. Our goal is to develop long term relationships with our clients, 

earning your trust one sale at a time. 

We Make It Easy to Sell Used Generators

When selling your generator, you will find that Woodstock Power Company makes the 

entire process easy and hassle-free. The easiest and most convenient way to begin 

the process is to send us a picture of your generators and other information by filling 

out the form found on our website at www.woodstockpower.com. Our experts will 

get back to you as quickly as possible with a competitive quote. You can always give 

us a call at 610-658-3242 to speak to one of our industry experts. 

Broad Range of Service Availability

When selling your used equipment to us, we can send one of our own trucks to your 

facility to pick up your generator. This eliminates the time, effort, and stress, as well as 

helps you avoid exorbitant shipping costs. The entire transaction, including issuing of 

payment and picking up your generator can be done in no more than three days. 

With our commitment to providing the best service possible to sellers, we can also 

assist with larger projects, such as data center decomissioning and gutting large 

industrial facilities. Our extensive nationwide network of partners throughout the United 

States enables us to provide these services regardless of where your facility is 

located. 
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Services

Woodstock Power Company buys new, used, 

and surplus generators, as well as transfer 

switches, electrical switch gears, transformers, 

and more. If you’re looking to sell your used, 

new, or surplus equipment, visit our website at 

www.woodstockpower.com and fill out the form. 

We request that you provide us with as many 

pictures and details as possible, so we can 

give you the best pricing possible. 

Choosing a machine that will deliver top-notch

performance and reliability is essential, but it is

also usually a very big long-term commitment. 

Financing a used generator from us allows for

businesses to save on upfront costs and allows

for greater flexibility in purchasing options, as

well as additional benefits, including: 

     Cost Savings

     Greater Brand Variety

     Generator Availability
 

Woodstock Power also offers comprehensive

equipment rentals for construction, as well as

for industrial sites. Our rental fleet is sourced

from our used inventory and includes a wide

range of low hour, well-maintained machines

that have been tested and certified to be in 

working condition. Available products include:

    Diesel & Natural Gas Generators

    Power Accessories

Woodstock Power Company can coordinate the

installation of your generator. We will deliver the

generator to your location and have a crew in to

assist you with the process from purchase to 

installation and even startup on your site. 

Sell Your Used Generator Financing Options Are Available

Rent Equipment From Us Installation

www.woodstockpower.com
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Turnkey Solutions

Woodstock Power offers a variety of full turnkey solutions and services to enhance the 

experience for our customers. Our project management team will coordinate from start

to completion, so you can focus on the bigger picture. From logistics, to equipment

installation, site power consumption planning, to decommission and disposition, we will

use our industry expertise to professional complete your project. 

Whether you’re purchasing a generator that include site surveys, logistics,

including freight & rigging, as well as installation, testing, and commissioning,

post install services, decommissioning, and removal of the old generator. 

Whether you’re purchasing a generato as a backup system or for a prime

power application for a major industrial operation, we’ll help oversee this often

arduous and critical process. 

Our expert team can also provide training for you and your crew to make sure

you feel confident in your purchase and operation of your facility’s equipment. 

www.woodstockpower.com
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Industries
Woodstock Power Company specializes in buying and selling

used, new, and surplus generators, as well as equipment used

for data centers, engines, and electrical support equipment is 

all just a part of our ongoing commitment to provide reliable, 

cost-effective power solutions to a broad range of industrial 

customers. We proudly serve the power generation needs 

for companies of all sizes and industries throughout the U.S., 

including power plants, water treatment plants, hospitals, 

data centers, and many others. 

www.woodstockpower.com
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In addition to generators, we also purchase and sell generator related equipment, as well as 

backup power solution equipment. Below is a list of equipment that we purchase.

Electrical Gear

We purchase the following generator related electrical equipment:

     - Switchgear

     - AutomaticTransfer Switches

     - Transformers

     - Paralleling Equipment

     - Distribution Gear

     - Breakers

     - Medium and high-voltage electrical equipment

UPS (Uninterruptible Power Supply)

We purchase UPS’s depending on the age of the UPS, manufacturer, and size.

Air Cooled Chillers and Cooling Towers

If you have equipment for sale, looking to purchase equipment, or would like to inquire about equipment 

we purchase, please contact us. 

Phone: 610-658-3242

Email: sales@woodstockpower.com

Web: www.woodstockpower.com


